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AGRO PREMIERY − agricultural premiers for the 2022 season 

 
In January, the Polagra Premiery International Agricultural Fair will be held in Poznań. The fair is a 

perfect opportunity to see for the first time in Poland new products for the season 2022 and 

compare the offers of different suppliers. The January date of the event is the perfect time to present 

farmers with ideas for new investments. 

MTP Gold Medal: confirmation of product excellence  
 
To support professionals in making purchasing decisions, as every year, the Organisers conduct a 
competition for the MTP GOLD MEDAL, which allows the selection of industry leaders. The 
competition-winning products are distinguished by innovation and produced on the basis of 
proprietary technical solutions. Products are evaluated by a group of professionals representing the 
agricultural industry. The application deadline is 30 November. 

Accompanying event − Cultivation Seminar 

On the first day of the Fair, a cultivation seminar will be organised and conducted by TOP AGRAR − 

the Main Media Patron. 

Entry to the POLAGRA-PREMIERY FAIR 

Two entrances will be available to visitors: NORTH − from Grunwaldzka Str., intended in particular for 

organised groups, and EASTERN − from the railway station. A detailed map of the event can be found 

at www.polgra-premiery.pl 

Free tickets to POLAGRA-PREMIERY   

The owners of farms and agricultural lands as well as breeders planning to come to Poznań have the 

option of receiving a free ticket. All they need to do is go to the website www.polgra-premiery.pl  

and register, and the Organisers will send a free ticket to the POLAGRA-PREMIERY Fair.  

Co-financing of transit for organised groups.  

Are you planning to come to the POLAGRA PREMIERY 2022 Fair in a group? Take advantage of the co-

financing of transit to the POLAGRA PREMIERY 2022 Fair for groups. Gather a group of at least 15 

people and register it by January 4, 2022 at the latest. Tickets for organised groups are offered FREE 

OF CHARGE.  

See AGRICULTURAL PREMIERES in Poznań 

The POLAGRA-PREMIERY International Agricultural Fair, as the first in the new year, presents new 

products for the 2022 season. The Fair participants will see many products in the category of 

machinery, equipment and agricultural tools, fertilisers, seeds, pesticides, feed and feed additives. 

The exhibitors are preparing various stands where the absolute AGRICULTURAL PREMIERES will be 
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presented to visitors. The exhibition will be attended as well by the representatives of the specialised 

industry press, and the most important unions and associations  in the agricultural sector. 

 

For more information visit www.polagra-premiery.pl  
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